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Abstract: Sodium-ion batteries stand out as a promising technology for developing a new gen-
eration of energy storage devices because of their apparent advantages in terms of costs and
resources. Aqueous electrolytes, which are flame-resistant, inexpensive, and environmentally
acceptable, are receiving a lot of attention in light of the present environmental and electronic
equipment safety concerns. In recent decades, numerous improvements have been made to the
performance of aqueous sodium-ion batteries (ASIBs). One particular development has been
the transition from liquid to hydrogel electrolytes, whose durability, flexibility, and leakproof
properties are eagerly anticipated in the next generation of flexible wearable electronics. The
current review examines the most recent developments in the investigation and development
of the electrolytes and associated electrode materials of ASIBs. An overview of new discoveries
based on cycle stability, electrochemical performance, and morphology is presented along with
previously published data. Additionally, the main milestones, applications, and challenges of this
field are briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction

Large-scale energy storage systems are in high demand as a result of the rapid expan-
sion of natural resources such as solar, wind, and geothermal. Among these advantages of
electrochemical storage technology, such as extended cycle life and high energy density,
alkaline rechargeable metal-ion batteries have attracted significant attention as a vital part
of energy storage technologies for the future. A research and development program focused
on lithium-ion batteries, for example, has been vigorous in both scientific and practical
fields. However, due to the steady depletion of lithium resource reserves in recent years,
the price of lithium-ion batteries has steadily risen, and it has been challenging to fulfill
the market demand for rechargeable batteries. In contrast, sodium (Na) ranks sixth in
terms of abundance on the planet, with a seemingly infinite distribution, making it less
expensive and simpler to procure as a backup energy battery [1,2]. Therefore, compared
with other rechargeable metal-ion batteries, sodium-ion batteries have plentiful resources
and inexpensive costs, as well as a straightforward manufacturing method, making it
easier to achieve low preparation costs and a high fault tolerance rate. As a consequence,
sodium-ion battery research has increased significantly and is being conducted in a more
intensive manner [3–8].

Despite the fact that organic electrolytes provide excellent electrochemical per-
formance, these batteries are highly flammable, toxic, and expensive, making them
unsuitable for energy storage purposes on a large-scale grid or in portable or wearable
machines [9–12]. According to future energy storage applications, aqueous electrolytes
present advantages over organic electrolytes in alkaline rechargeable metal-ion batter-
ies associated with low cost and safety, as well as electrochemical characteristics such
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as high ionic conductivity, which makes them ideal candidates for using in large-scale
energy storage [13,14]. Hence, as shown in Figure 1, research and development of
aqueous sodium-ion batteries (ASIBs) have become increasingly popular in recent
years [15–19] because of their numerous advantages including: (i) low cost with abun-
dant resources, (ii) environmentally friendly and easy to recycle, (iii) higher ionic
conductivity in comparison with organic electrolytes, and (iv) high safety standard
suitable for the development of wearable and portable devices. All of these advantages
suggest that ASIBs may be used in the next generation of large-scale stationary energy
storage devices [20–22].
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In addition, currently, electronic products that are flexible, such as sensors, health
care devices, and electronic skins, are rapidly advancing and are likely to result in
revolutionary changes to our daily lives. As a safety-oriented energy storage device,
ASIBs are eagerly anticipated in the next generation of flexible wearable electronics.
However, as a flexible device, which often undergoes countless twisting, bending, and
folding angles, this can result in electrolyte leakage when conventional liquid electrolytes
are used. In comparison to traditional liquid electrolytes, gel electrolytes, such as
hydrogels, are increasingly gaining attention based on their superior flexibility and
enhanced safety. By using hydrogels, ASIBs are able to withstand various mechanical
forces and exhibit excellent electrochemical properties.

As a result of their safer electrolytes and the availability of low-cost sodium sources,
ASIBs have been recommended as promising candidates. In spite of these advantages,
however, aqueous sodium-ion batteries have been developed at a slower pace than
other aqueous metal-ion batteries. The main reason for this is that sodium ions have
relatively large radiuses, which makes it difficult to embed electrode materials in aque-
ous electrolytes, resulting in a low capacity of the electrode material to participate in
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electrochemical processes. Moreover, the large volume of sodium ions embedded in the
electrode material will cause noticeable structural deformation, which is likely to cause
structural collapse, affecting the cycle stability of the electrode material. Meanwhile,
water has a thermodynamic decomposition voltage of only 1.23 V, which theoretically
hinders the operating voltage and energy density of ASIBs. Aside from its high reactivity,
water also exhibits dissolving characteristics, leading to serious side reactions at the
electrode–electrolyte interface, which results in the dissolution of active materials and
decomposition of electrolytes [23–28].

For the purpose of resolving these issues, researchers have developed and modified
electrode materials and electrolytes. An overview of these latest advances is presented in
the present review from the perspectives of electrolyte and electrode, and a review of the
deficiencies of existing aqueous sodium-ion rechargeable batteries is provided. In addition
to discussing the challenges and potential solutions, future applications for sodium-ion
batteries in aqueous solutions are discussed.

2. Electrolytes in ASIBs
2.1. Liquid Electrolyte

There are numerous disadvantages associated with conventional non-aqueous elec-
trolytes, including their flammability, poor conductivity, and high cost. As an alternative
to these disadvantages, aqueous sodium-ion batteries with an aqueous electrolyte have
been proposed as an attractive option for large-scale energy storage. The problem with
aqueous electrolytes is the low operating voltage required to prevent water from decom-
position through electrochemical reactions. In the electrolyte, water has an electrolytic
potential of 1.23 V and electrodes should have redox potentials between the hydrogen
and oxygen evolution potentials in order to prevent water electrolysis, which limits the
operating voltage of ASIBs. This results in a lower energy density for ASIBs compared
to organic sodium-ion batteries. Based on this, a considerable amount of research is
focused on increasing the operating voltage of the liquid electrolyte in order to develop
a high-performance ASIBs.

In addition to having both Lewis acidity and basicity at its oxygen and hydrogen
sites, water has the ability to dissolve most salts to form the solvation structure. Na+

dilute solutions usually contain an ion of Na coordinated with six water molecules as a
result of a large number of free water molecules. As a result of their ionic conductivity
and low cost, dilute Na-ion solutions are typically used in ASIBs. An electrolyte of 1 M
Na2SO4 is the most widely reported electrolyte demonstrating excellent electrochemical
performance for ASIBs. In particular, Guo and collaborators [13] compared two different
types of electrolytes between 1 M Na2SO4 and NaCl in an aqueous battery employing
NaTi2(PO4)3 and Na0.44MnO2 as anode and cathode. As a result of the experiments
with the 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte, the full cell exhibited better specific capacity as well
as higher coulombic efficiency, which is attributable to the fact that the Na-storage
potential of the NaTi2(PO4)3 anode in the Na2SO4 medium is slightly higher than the
hydrogen evolution potential, as shown in Figure 2a. In addition, Wang and colleagues
manufactured an aqueous symmetric battery employing Na2VTi(PO4)3/C as both the
cathode and anode by using 1 M Na2SO4. The battery had excellent electrochemical
performance, but the coulombic efficiency was insufficient because of the hydrogen
evolution on the negative side [29].

To further improve the performance of liquid electrolyte, instead of using 1M Na2SO4,
several groups have begun to concentrate the electrolytes such as 2 M Na2SO4 [30], 5 M
NaNO3 [31], and concentrated NaClO4 solution. These concentrations are able to
suppress the electrochemical decomposition and expand the electrochemical window.
Among them, concentrated NaClO4 solution has attracted considerable interest as
an electrolyte for ASIBs due to its unique characteristics. It has very high solubility
and an impressive electrochemical window of approximately 3.2 V. Zhang et al. [32]
reported an aqueous electrolyte solution with NaClO4 in 2 M, 4 M, or 8 M concentra-
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tions which was characterized in order to determine the performance of symmetric
full battery made of Na2VTi(PO4)3 electrode material, which exhibited the improved
performance increasing NaClO4 concentrations as shown in Figure 2b. By using 6 M
NaClO4, Luo and co-workers investigated the outstanding electrochemical perfor-
mances of ASIBs including a high practical capacity of 104.6 mAh g−1 at 100 mA
g−1, exceptional high-rate capability of 88.0 mAh g−1 at 2000 mA g−1, and strong
cycling stability of 92% capacity retention after 100 cycles [33]. Kosuke and co-workers
analyzed the electrochemical potential ranges of NaClO4 at 1 M and 17 M and ob-
served that the electrochemical potential ranges were 1.9 and 2.8 V, respectively. By
using two different electrolyte concentrations, the aqueous sodium-ion battery of
Na1.24Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.8·1.28H2O/NaTi2(PO4)3 was constructed. With 17 M NaClO4
electrolyte, the cell has good cyclability and performance without significant degrada-
tion. In spite of this, the aqueous electrolyte with 1 M NaClO4 showed significantly
greater degradation after the first cycle, which established that electrolyte concen-
trations of higher concentrations under higher flow rates contributed to more stable
performance in an aqueous sodium-ion system [34].

In addition, the “water-in-salt” (WIS) technique has recently been employed in
Na-ion aqueous electrolyte. The water-in-salt electrolyte represents a new type of super-
concentrated electrolyte that differs from the dilute and concentrated electrolytes that
we discussed above. According to its appearance, it reduces the amount of water
in the electrolyte and effectively limits its chemical activity, thereby significantly
increasing its electrochemical stability window. In spite of the lower concentration of
Na-based WIS electrolyte in comparison with lithium-based WIS electrolyte due to
Na-salt solubility, the stable electrolyte window nevertheless reaches 2.5 V, which could
restrict the hydrogen evolution on the anode. A water-in-salt electrolyte was reported
by Han and colleagues, consisting of 8 M sodium acetate and 32 M potassium acetate,
with Na2VTi(PO4)3/C serving as both the cathode and anode materials (Figure 2c),
giving a discharge voltage of 1.13 V and, after 500 cycles, the coulombic efficiency is
over 99.9% at 10 C [35].

In spite of “water-in-salt” electrolytes being an attractive option to expand the electro-
chemical stability window for aqueous electrolytes, their practical application is limited by
electrode deterioration and irreversible proton insertion caused by aqueous environments.
An ethanol–water-based system was described by Chua and co-workers for the formulation
of hybrid electrolytes, where the ethanol was able to increase the electrochemical stability
of the hybrid electrolytes and limit their dissolution. By using the hybrid electrolyte, it
shows more excellent electrochemical performance than other aqueous electrolytes with
high capacity and extraordinary cycling stability in Figure 2d. Furthermore, unlike in
other aqueous electrolytes, where Na0.44MnO2 undergoes an irreversible phase change to
MnOOH, it shows structural stability in the ethanol–water system when Na0.44MnO2 is
maintained in its original phase [36].
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2.2. Hydrogel Electrolyte

Though liquid electrolyte is green, safe and low-cost, it still has a risk of electrolyte
leakage, batteries short-circuiting and other problems in extremely unfavorable situations.
However, hydrogel itself has superior mechanical properties. In addition, as gel electrolyte,
it can exhibit high ion-conductivity as well as flexible interface contact. In the meantime,
with developments in science and technology, portable flexible devices are at the forefront
of next-generation energy research. Electrolytes of hydrogen are one of the most important
components in the design of flexible devices since they are commonly subjected to extreme
conditions, including large angles of twisting, bending, and folding which might result in
leakage of electrolytes when using normal liquid electrolytes [37].

Polyacrylamide hydrogel electrolyte is the most reported hydrogel electrolyte for
flexible electronic devices. In addition, as shown in Figure 3b, with the solid content in
the quasi-solid-state hydrogel increases, it can effectively alleviate the dissolution of
some electrode materials which can further improve batteries’ cycle performance [38].
Similar to high-concentration electrolyte, the presence of polymer in hydrogel can also
broaden the voltage window. Specifically, some high valent ions such as Zn2+ and
Al3+ have a strong ionic crosslinking with some groups such as guluronic acid units in
different alginate; not only is the ability to withstand external pressure increased by
two hundred times, but also the process of ionic crosslinking is completely reversible.
In addition, a comparison of the potential range from −0.7 V to 1.1 V (compared to SCE)
was made between Al-alginate/PAM hydrogel electrolytes, shown in Figure 3c [39].
The dual-crosslinked hydrogel electrolyte can reach an ion conductivity of 29.8 mS
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cm−1 with the help of dissolved Li2SO4, which is higher than that of many reported
gel electrolytes [37].
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performance of full flexible battery. Reproduced with the permission of ref. [37], copyright 2021
Elsevier B.V. (b) PAM and SL−PAM hydrogels in zinc ion batteries: compressibility and stress−strain
curves. Reproduced with the permission of ref. [38], copyright 2021 Elsevier Inc. (c) Analyses of
the mechanical (I, II and III ) and electrochemical properties of the Al-alginate/PAAm hydrogels.
Reproduced with the permission of ref. [39], copyright 2019 Elsevier Ltd. (d) Electrochemical and
cut−heal test under different conditions including bending, twisting and stretching at high strains.
Reproduced with the permission of ref. [40], copyright 2019 WILEY−VCH.

As we know, the low-temperature electrochemical performance of aqueous batteries
does not do as well as at room temperature. The standard aqueous solution and most
polymer hydrogels, such as guar gum (GG) and sodium alginate (SA), freeze at sub-
zero temperatures, resulting in significantly limited functionality. As shown in Figure 3a,
antifreeze hydrogel electrolyte can better solve this problem. Utilization of ethylene glycol
as an additive in the preparation of GG/SA/ethyleneglycol(EG) hydrogel can greatly
improve the frost resistance of hydrogels. The flexible full cells can still maintain a great
ionic conductivity at −20 ◦C [37].

With regard to the current trend in the development of portable devices, greater
stretchability and self-healing properties are also essential for improving the practica-
bility and reliability of batteries in portable and wearable electronic devices [40]. The
introduction of self-healing hydrogels into flexible portable devices undoubtedly pro-
vides feasibility for the recycling of equipment, especially for hydrogels with sufficiently
fast self-healing properties, as shown in Figure 3d; after being disconnected by external
force, part of its performance can be restored in a short time. Although it takes several
hours to achieve close to complete recovery, application to flexible wearable devices
that are often exposed to extreme external environments is equivalent to increasing the
service life of the power supply part of the flexible electronic device. At the same time,
due to the choice of water for the hydrogel solvent, its self-healing properties are more
clearly manifested after water wets the damaged interface [41]. In addition, most of
the hydrogels that are used as hydrogel electrolyte also have unique cell affinity and
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tissue adhesiveness. The addition of some natural products like catechol groups on
the dopamine-grafted oxidized sodium alginate not only forms a cross-linked structure
with the polymer substrate, but also introduces some special groups to enhance the
mechanical and adhesive properties of the hydrogel [42].

Though the accuracy of the electrochemical window of the hydrogel electrolyte is
still controversial, there is no doubt that the widened electrochemical window is still
much higher than the 1.23 V of aqueous solution, which also plays a critical role to
overcome the limitations of the narrow voltage window on electrode materials. There
is no doubt that the flexibility of energy supply equipment and the biocompatibility
of hydrogel electrolytes provide bright prospects for the future application of batteries
in biomedicine [43].

3. Electrode Materials

A summary of the electrochemical characteristics of the full-cell system for ASIBs
is presented in the Table 1. To improve the properties, electrode materials also play a
very important role in when the electrolyte is changing from liquid to hydrogel since
the electrode and electrolyte interact with one another and the interface between them
is very crucial to the operation of the battery [44–46]. As an example, an aqueous
electrolyte has a narrow electrochemical window and will have an adverse effect on
electrode materials that are incompatible with aqueous environments. Particularly, the
decomposition of electrode materials in aqueous electrolytes will adversely affect the
battery’s electrochemical performance. As a result, electrodes are of great importance in
the study of ASIBs.

Table 1. Full cell systems for ASIBs.

Classification Electrolyte Cathode Anode Voltage
Range(V) Capacity (mAh/g)

Energy
Density
(Wh kg−1)

Ref.

Diluted
Electrolyte

0.5 M Na2SO4 Na0.35MnO2 ppy@MoO3 0–1.7 26 (0.55 A g−1) 20 [47]

1 M Na2SO4

Na2CuFe(CN)6 NaTi2(PO4)3 0–1.8 103 (0.2 A g−1) 48 [48]
Na0.44MnO2 FePO4.2H2O 0–1.2 70 (0.228 A g−1) - [49]

Na2VTi(PO4)3 Na2VTi(PO4)3 0.2–1.5 58 (0.062 A g−1) 30 [29]
Na0.44MnO2 NaV3(PO4)3 0.2–1.5 113 (1 C) - [50]
Na0.44MnO2 NaTi2(PO4)3 0.1–1.3 103 (0.266 A g−1) - [51]
Na3V2(PO4)3 NaTi2(PO4)3 0.5–1.6 71 (2 A g−1) 36 [52]

Na3MnTi(PO4)3 Na3MnTi(PO4)3 0.4–1.8 57.9 (0.02935 A g−1) 40 [53]
Mn5O8 Mn5O8 0.8–1.7 116 (5 A g−1) 40 [54]

Concentrated
Electrolyte

4 M NaClO4 Na2FeP2O7 NaTi2(PO4)3 0–1.4 43 (2 mA cm−2) - [55]
5 M NaNO3 NaVPO4F polyimide 0–1.8 40 (0.05 A g−1) - [31]
5 M NaClO4 m-NiHCF NaTi2(PO4)3@C 0–1 61.4 (0.1 A g−1) 86 [56]

WIS Electrolyte

7 M NaTOF(H2O)
+ 8 M NATOF(PC) Na3V2(PO4)3 NaTi2(PO4)3 0.3–1.5 119 (0.12 A g−1) 45 [57]

10 M NaClO4 + 2
vol.% VC

Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3-2x
/MWCNT NaTi2(PO4)3-C 1.0–1.8 40 (0.65 A g−1) 65 [25]

Na4MnV(PO4)3-rGO NaTi2(PO4)3-
MWCNT 0.8–1.65 97 (10 C–1.1 A g−1) 130 [58]

17 M NaClO4

Na2Zn3[Fe(CN)6]2 Na3Fe3(PO4)4 0.4–1.8 80 (0.083 A g−1) 46 [59]
Na2Mn[Fe(CN)6] KMn[Cr(CN)6] 0.8–2.6 34 58 [60]
Na3V2(PO4)2F3-

SWCNT NaTi2(PO4)3-MWCNT 0.6–2.1 75.2 (0.128 A g−1) 150 [61]

MnFe-PBA CrCr-PBA 0.5–2.5 52.8 (0.125 A g−1) 81.6 [62]
Na2FePO4F NaTi2(PO4)3 0.2–1.8 90 (1 mA cm−2) 30 [52]

Na2MnFe(CN)6 NaTi2(PO4)3 0.5–2 117 (2.0 mA cm−2) - [34]

3.1. Cathode Materials

A number of researchers have contributed to the development of ASIBs electrodes that
are both high in energy density and stable over a long period of time, the redox potential
and pH-dependent electrochemical stability window for electrode materials in aqueous
electrolyte are shown in Figure 4. For cathodes, they are broadly categorized into four
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types: (1) polyanionic compounds; (2) sodium-manganese layered oxide; (3) Prussian blue
and its derivatives; (4) other types of compounds.
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3.1.1. Polyanionic Compound

As a polyanionic molecule with a NASICON structure, Na3V2(PO4)3 (NVP) has
the potential to serve as a cathode electrode for aqueous batteries. The first full battery
investigation of NVP in ASIBs was reported by Zhang et al. in 2016. As shown in
Figure 5a, the Na3V2(PO4)3/NaTi2(PO4)3 ASIB was assembled and showed a stable
discharge platform at 1.2 V; meanwhile, it could be used normally at high voltage [24].
To further increase the electrochemical characteristics, Na3V2O2x(PO4)2F3-2x, a material
with a NASICON structure similar to NVP, was reported by P. Ramesh Kumar and co-
workers in Figure 5b. The inherent electronegativity of F atoms present in these materials
improved the reaction voltage platform and further enhanced the energy density of the
full battery [25]. NaFePO4(NFP) has also attracted wide attention in sodium ion batteries
for its electrochemical characteristics and higher theoretical capacity. It has three main
structures, artificial crystalline salt type, olivine type and amorphous NaFePO4 [63].
In order to obtain a relatively pure phase of olivine-type NaFePO4, Tang et al. used
commercial LiFePO4, electrochemical delithium, and then intercalated sodium through
aqueous solutions. Compared with the use of organic solutions to intercalate sodium,
aqueous solutions are undoubtedly kinetically faster. By this method, higher purity is
obtained, and the performance of NFP will be more stable. With 1 M Na2SO4, it can
reach a specific discharge capacity of 130 mAh g−1, and it has been cycled 1000 times,
The capacity retention rate of the material can reach 80% [63–65].

Additionally, similar to the modification method of NVP, NFP can also slightly increase
the voltage platform of the material on the basis of the original material by introducing F.
Lalit Sharm et al. prepared Na2FePO4F as cathode, and designed a full battery composed
of NaTi2(PO4)3 for anode material which can achieve a reversible specific capacity of
90 mAh g−1 in 17 M NaClO4 aqueous electrolyte, as shown in Figure 5c. In addition, the
researchers proved that the battery could still achieve a high level of performance when
the voltage is increased [52].
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Pyrophosphate may be considered as a relatively novel polyanionic compound cath-
ode material in ASIBs in recent years, with a more ecologically-friendly manufacturing
technique. Kosuke Nakamoto et al. prepared Na2FeP2O7 and further studied the per-
formance in Na2SO4, NaNO3, and NaClO4 as electrolyte with different concentrations.
The result shows that under aqueous conditions, the full cell exhibits higher ionic con-
ductivity and enhanced specific capacity. Especially, Na2FeP2O7//NaTi2(PO4)3 shows a
discharge specific capacity of more than 60 mAh g−1 when the electrolyte concentration
is above 2 M [55].

As valuable as NASICON appears in terms of potential applications, it is still desirable
to replace some transition metals with other earth-abundant and lower-cost active redox ele-
ments since elemental V and Ti are quite expensive. Further, the replacement of the element
provides an opportunity for enhancing the voltage of the cell. A Na4VM(PO4)3 arrange-
ment was constructed by Zhou et al. by substituting new elements of V in Na3V2(PO4)3.
Compared with other low-cost materials, Na4VMn(PO4)3 has shown superior electro-
chemical performance [66]. P. Ramesh Kumar et al. prepared Na4MnV(PO4)3-rGO with
NASICON structure; in the aqueous electrolyte the initial discharge capacity of the mate-
rial can reach 92 mAh g−1 at a rate of 1 C in a half-cell, while the full battery assembled
with NaTi2(PO4)3-MWCNT has a high initial discharge specific capacity of 97 mAh g−1

at 10 C [58]. Additionally, in Figure 5d Gao et al. prepared Na3MnTi(PO4)3, based on
NaTi2(PO4)2 with NASICON structure, through Mn doping. The oxidation–reduction
voltages of Mn and Ti selected are similar, which reduces the side reactions of water de-
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composition. As a result of the symmetric cell’s reversible capacity, 56.5 mAh g−1 was
achieved at a rate of 1 C and 46.7 mAh g−1 at a rate of 10 C. The capacity of 57.8 mAh g−1

was recovered when the rate was returned to 0.5 C, which proved that the material was
capable of operating at an excellent rate [53].

3.1.2. Manganese Oxide

Recently, much attention has been given to the development of cathode materials
that provide simple pathways for Na-ion diffusion as well as excellent electrochemical
properties. Materials such as Mn, Cr, Co, V, Fe, and Ni have been extensively investi-
gated as cathode materials for ASIBs. Due to its abundant manganese resources and
structural variation resulting from variation in salt concentrations, sodium manganese
oxide NaxMnO2 has attracted considerable attention among these candidates. As seen
in Figure 6a, a change in sodium content may result in a variety of polymorphs and
structural characteristics, such as layers, Mn vacancies, three-dimensional tunnels,
and spinels [67].

Na0.44MnO2, as a manganese oxide with a three-dimensional tunnel structure, is one
of the most investigated cathodes in ARSIB. It has been demonstrated that Na0.44MnO2
exhibits a biphasic reaction with Na+ intercalation, unlike the majority of Mn oxides, which
are capacitive in aqueous electrolytes. During charge/discharge cycles, Na+ diffusion is
facilitated by the structure’s plentiful vacancies and interconnecting diffusion channels [68].

It was S. Sharma’s group who first demonstrated that this material could be reversibly
cycled in aqueous electrolyte [69] in 2008 and further investigated by J.F. Whitacre et al.
to design a full aqueous sodium ion battery with Na4Mn9O18 as the cathode, activated
carbon as the anode and 1 M Na2SO4 as electrolyte. In Figure 6b, the results showed
that Na4Mn9O18 in aqueous electrolyte was stable and exhibited good electrochemical
characteristics as in nonaqueous electrolytes. Additionally, when the mass ratio between
the cathode and anode is 0.8 to 1, the cell will remain stable for at least 1000 deep discharge
cycles without losing capacity [70].

The large tunnel network of Na0.4MnO2 makes it particularly attractive as a cathode
material since sodium can be intercalated in both aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes.
The crystal structure of Na0.4MnO2 is shown with an orthorhombic arrangement, the
manganese sites in the crystal are dispersed across five sites, the first two of which are
occupied by Mn3+ and the other by Mn4+. According to prior computer assessments, the
charge ordering of these crystallographic properties is atypical [71]. In addition, in Figure 6c
it was demonstrated by Munseok S. Chae et al. that tunnel-type sodium manganese oxide
with calcium doped Ca0.07Na0.26MnO2 had improved rate capabilities and superior cycling
stability with 98.8% capacity retention after 1000 cycles [72].

X Teng and colleagues developed layered Mn5O8 for two-dimensional manganese
oxide layers in Figure 6d. The aqueous complete battery constructed with these mate-
rials displayed good electrochemical performance with a steady potential window of
3.0 V, as well as outstanding energy efficiency (85%) and coulombic efficiency (100%)
after 25,000 cycles. The linkage between the hydroxylated surface interphase and the
bivalence structure of Mn5O8 inhibits gas evolution processes, enables two-electron
charge transfer through the Mn2þ/Mn4þ redox pair, and provides a straightforward
pathway for Na-ion transport [54].
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3.1.3. Prussian Blue Analogues

Considering their cubic structure and malleable chemical composition, Prussian
blue analogues (PBAs) are an ideal material for inserting big ions, having a large hy-
drated ionic radius in aqueous batteries [73–75]. In Figure 7a, Cui and co-workers orig-
inally synthesized the conventional single-metal-atom redox nickel hexacyanoferrate,
K0.6Ni1.2Fe(CN)6·3.6H2O (NiFe-PBA) and use it as electrode materials for ARSIB. Al-
though the Na+ insertion/extraction process resulted in minor structural modifications
and stress-strain, after 5000 cycles at 8.3 C, NiFe-PBA exhibits outstanding electrochemi-
cal stability, with no capacity degradation. However, since the material is Na-deficient,
the anode is superfluous for ASIBs applications [76]. In addition, as shown in Figure 7b
Shen and colleagues synthesized Na-rich Na1.45Ni[Fe(CN)6]0.87·3.02H2O and success-
fully created a functional ASIB by using anode of NaTi2(PO4)3 which has superior
reversible capacity and cycle stability than cubic Na1.21Ni[Fe(CN)6]0.86·3.21H2O [77].
As a result of their redox potential, these single-metal-atom redox PBAs can be classified
as follows: ZnFe-PBA > CuFe-PBA > NiFe-PBA. As a function of their redox potential,
ZnFe-PBA and CuFe-PBA are preferred to NiFe-PBA as cathode materials and due to
the highest redox potential, ZnFe-PBAs have a great deal of potential to improve energy
density. Recently, Liu and co-workers demonstrated 59 Wh kg−1 of energy density
can be achievable by using an aqueous battery, which consisted of Zn3[Fe(CN)6]2 as
cathode, NaTi2(PO4)3 as anode with the electrolyte of NaClO4–H2O–polyethylene glycol.
Moreover, in Figure 7c, by improving the synthesis method of ZnFe-PBAs, the energy
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density can further be increased [78]. Alternatively, Zhang and co-workers synthesized
the hybrid cathode for ARSIB using NiFe-PBA and CuFe-PBA, taking advantage of their
superior stability and redox potential, respectively. With a discharge capacity of 56 mAh
g−1, the battery retains 96% of its capacity over 1000 cycles. Surprisingly, with increased
content of copper, the adjustment of the redox potential is possible between 0.6 and
1.0 V [78–81]. In addition, as for double-metal-atom redox PBAs, Yang and co-workers
employed a multi-step crystallization process to produce Na1.33Fe[Fe(CN)6]0.82 with
low defects and interstitial water content. At 2 C, Na1.33Fe[Fe(CN)6]0.82 has a greater
specific capacity than hydrated FeFe-PBA with 125 mAh g−1, and it can still give an
extraordinarily high reversible Na storage capacity of 102 mAh g−1 at 20 C [81]. PBA per-
formance is also affected by electrolyte concentration in addition to flaws and interstitial
water. MnFe–PBAs produced by Okada and co-workers were evaluated in terms of their
electrochemical performance according to electrolyte concentration. A particular finding
of the study was that the electrochemical window in 17 M NaClO4 was 2.8 V, whereas
the electrochemical window in 1 M NaClO4 was 1.9 V, and that the charge/discharge
capacities could attain 124/116 mAh g−1 after initial charge/discharge [34]. Conversely,
redox interactions between the transition metal and N atoms significantly affect crystal
structures, which results in a decrease in capacity. A study by Cui and co-workers exam-
ined the electrochemical properties of PBAs based on double-metal-atom redox in which
transition metal atoms are coupled to N atoms using Na1.54Co[Fe(CN)6]0.86γ0.142·16H2O
and Na1.33Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.79γ0.21*·1.88H2O in Figure 7d. Their results indicate that the C-
linked transition metal plays a crucial function in crystal structure stability and increases
its capacity [82].
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3.2. Anode Materials
3.2.1. NASICON Structure

Numerous anode materials of sodium ion batteries feature a NASICON structure.
NaTi2(PO4)3 (NTP) stands out among them because of its intermediate voltage range and
rapid sodium ion channel. In 2011, Park et al. [30] first proposed that NaTi2(PO4)3 can be
applied to ASIBs. As compared with non-aqueous electrolyte in Figure 8a, A sodium-ion
system containing NaTi2(PO4)3 improves the rate capability and cyclability of an aqueous
electrolyte that has a high ionic conductivity. While the majority of materials in aqueous
can conduct Na+ rapidly, their own conductivity is quite low, which will result in the
material’s irreversible performance. As a result, C doping is often utilized to increase the
conductivity of materials throughout the material synthesis process, which can be classified
as the Pechini method, [83] solvothermal method, [84] sol–gel method, [85] and solid-phase
method [86,87].
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The authors of Hung et al. [51] took advantage of the facile and cost-effective hy-
drothermal route to prepare carbon-coated NaTi2(PO4)3 nanoparticles at 250 ◦C for five
hours without further calcination. As a result of its unique NASICON configuration and
low charge–transfer resistance, the NTP-5h/C displays excellent electrochemical perfor-
mance as demonstrated by the EIS analysis. The aqueous sodium ion battery assembled by
NTP-5h/C and Na0.44MnO2 with time control at 5 h has excellent rate capability (0.1–1.3 V)
and cycling performance (0.7–1.3 V) in 1 M Na2SO4 electrolyte. NTP-5h/C-Na0.44MnO2
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at a rate of 0.2 C, NTP-5h/C exhibits a reversible cyclic specific capacity of 121 mAh g−1.
In the event that the rate is increased to 2 C, it still shows 103 mAh g−1. In addition, by
using the sol–gel method, Wang et al. [85] prepared anode material containing C-doped
NaTi2(PO4)3, as shown in Figure 8b. At a high rate of 20 C, the NTP/C-Na half-cell exhibits
a high specific capacity of 208 mAh g−1 as well as a specific capacity of 56 mAh g−1.

However, NTP’s low conductivity will result in poor rate performance, which will be
much less than the theoretical conclusion. He et al. [88] prepared nitrogen-doped carbon
nanofibers encapsulating a hollow NTP anode material (HNTP@PNC). HNTP@PNC anode
exhibited good synergistic effects, as shown in Figure 8c. It also maintains 97.2% capacity
retention after 3000 cycles in an aqueous electrolyte of 1 M NaClO4, further demonstrating
the cycle stability of HNTP@PNC. Furthermore, HNTP@PNC has successfully assembled
ASIBs with a 1.6 V high voltage discharge platform. This full battery in the aqueous
electrolyte of 1 M NaClO4 achieves a high-volume capacity of 24.5 mAh cm−3, and at the
same time it has an astonishing energy density of 39.2 mWh cm−3. In comparison with
most flexible aqueous energy storage systems reported to date, this hydrogel ASIB has
been superior in almost all aspects.

3.2.2. Organic Materials

Since organic electrode materials are physically more flexible than inorganic materials,
they are better able to accept large Na+ ions, hence boosting the energy density of ASIBs.
In addition to their natural abundance, they possess a variety of qualities that make
them excellent for battery applications, including redox properties that may be adjusted,
chemical diversity, mechanical flexibility, and environmental friendliness. A summary of a
few representative materials and their respective charge storage mechanisms is shown in
Figure 5a [11].

For ASIBs, the majority of the reported organic materials are polymer materials in-
cluding carbonyl compounds and conductive polymers. Polyimide has greater working
voltage, capacity, and structural stability in comparison to other transient oxide anodes for
ASIBs. A polyimide derived from 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetricarboxylic dianhydride (NTCDA)
has been proposed with carbonyl functional groups (Figure 9a) for anode of ASIBs by Zhan
et al. in 2014 [31]. The full cell was firstly constructed with anode of LiCoO2 and aqueous
electrolyte of 5 M LiNO3, which showed an outstanding specific energy of 80 Wh kg−1, ex-
cellent specific capacity of 71 mAh g−1, and an excellent rate capability and cycling stability.
Furthermore, the ASIB was demonstrated by using NaVPO4F as cathode with 5 M NaNO3
as electrolyte which showed great electrochemical performance as well. Accordingly, both
aqueous rechargeable batteries with polyimide anodes exhibit great potential for large-scale
energy storage. To further enhance the cycling stability, a novel anode material for ASIBs
was developed by Kim et al., based on MWCNTs coated with polypyrrole-doped poly-
imide nanowires synthesized from pyromellitic dianhydride (PMDA) and 4,4’-oxydianiline
(ODA). In Figure 9b, a bicontinuous electron and ion transport pathway allows for a high
initial discharge capacity of 234.9 mA h g−1 for the fabricated MWCNT@polyimide, which
is 83.6% higher than the theoretical value. After 100 cycles, the capacity of the battery
retains 209.3 mA h g−1 which is equal to 77.8% of its initial capacity [89].

Therefore, the conductivity and the electrochemical properties of conducting poly-
mers are generally enhanced by their π electron conjugated structures, which can be
reversibly doped and dedoped. Additionally, they can be easily synthesized by applying
chemical or electrochemical methods to oxidize the relevant monomer in solution [90].
As found by Fan and colleagues, PPy nanotubes adhere strongly to the carbon substrate,
indicating that pyrrole polymerizes homogeneously adjacent to the ammonium vana-
date nanowires. In ASIBs, the performance of PPy nanotubes have been examined by
using cyclic voltammetry, charge–discharge tests, and rate performance. In light of the
battery’s electrochemical characteristics, the results indicate 108.8 mAh g−1 of discharge
capacity over 100 cycles [91].
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3.2.3. Prussian Blue and Analogues

Figure 10a illustrates Wang and co-workers’ construction of an ARSIB with an all-
Prussian-blue cathode and an all-FeHCF anode [92]. Due to CuHCF’s high working voltage
and Fe2+/Fe3+’s low working voltage, the full battery provided an average working voltage
of 0.70 V and a reversible capacity of 50 mAhg−1 at 5 C. After 250 cycles, the battery
maintained 86% of its capacity which showed good cycling stability.
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Furthermore, various benefits are associated with bipolar materials, which are capable
of functioning both as an anode and cathode in ASIBs. Among these benefits are their
low sodium cost, and ease of fabrication. For the first time, FeFe(CN)6 nanocubes have
been made and used as bipolar materials in ASIBs by Junshu Zhang and co-workers. As
shown in Figure 10b, the resulting full cell mainly inherits FeFe(CN)6’s excellent cycling
stability and its superior rate capability. A capacity of 32 mAh g−1 was achieved at 20 ◦C
and at 2 ◦C it sustained around 97% capacity after 200 cycles which shows a good capacity
retention. Similarly, the cycling performed at 10 C at a fast-charging rate and 2 C at a slow
discharging rate also achieved similar results [93].

As shown in Figure 10c, Chen and colleagues reported that chromium hexacyanochro-
mate as anode material for ASIBs exhibits a specific capacity of 108.2 mAh g−1, with
a discharge rate of 0.5 A g−1. Additionally, CrCr PBA exhibits a low redox potential,
which increased the battery’s voltage. In this study, the complete cell exhibited a capacity
of 52.8 mA kg−1 as well as an energy density of 81.6 Wh kg−1 at a voltage of 1.55 V on
average. Moreover, the capacitors were able to retain 93.01% capacity after 500 cycles at
30 C and the coulombic efficiency was close to 100%. As a result of the similar mecha-
nisms by which CrCr PBA stores energy, it has the potential to be used as an anode for
other types of ASIBs [62].

3.2.4. Other Materials

The sodium vanadium phosphate relatives are a potential series for ASIBs due to
their structural stability and plentiful vanadium chemical flexibility [94]. Anode materi-
als for ASIBs have been developed by Ke and colleagues, for instance, the NaV3(PO4)3
nanofiber and the NaV3(PO4)3/C nanofiber were compared. According to the results,
NaV3(PO4)3/C nanofibers at different current densities have a higher capacity and higher
capacity retentions than other materials [47].

An aqueous rechargeable sodium battery with a sodium-based electrolyte has also
been developed by Liu and co-workers using MoO3 coatings with PPy nanocomposite,
with a charge and discharge voltage range of 0 to 1.7 volts for this ARSIB. The authors
stated that they had developed an aqueous rechargeable sodium battery by embedding
a molecular composite made of iron oxide coated with PPy and containing 0.35 mol of
molybdenum oxide in two mol of sodium phosphate. This ARSIB is capable of charging
and discharging at 0 to 1.7 volts. Due to this characteristic, the PPy coating allows the
ARSIB to operate well in cycles and give an outstanding rate capability. Its energy density
might reach 18 Wh kg−1 at a minimum of 2.6 kWkg−1, with 90 percent of that obtained
at 80 Wkg−1. The research presented in this paper opens a new avenue for examining
the development of non-carbon anodes that provide excellent electrochemical properties
for ASIBs [13].

4. Future Applications

With the rapid advancement of digital production, information technology, intelligent
life, and health monitoring, flexible and portable electronic products such as health care
devices, sensors, and electronic skins that can bend, fold, twist, and stretch are rapidly
evolving and are expected to revolutionize our lives [95,96]. The development of stretchable
power sources is one of the key challenges in achieving fully independent and flexible
devices. As a result, we present in this part the current status and the latest advancements
in research related to flexible ASIBs as well as other advanced applications that will likely
be used in future aqueous sodium ion batteries.

Chen et al. employ hierarchical 3D carbon-networks with graphene film to achieve
a free-standing anode, which has an excellent flexible resistance to external forces
and tortuosity as shown in Figure 11a. Hierarchical 3D carbon-networks provide
better conductivity and also a great flexible approach to practical application [22].
Furthermore, a flexible cathode was reported by Jie Gu et al. which demonstrated
excellent performance for aqueous sodium ion batteries even at high bending angles.
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Even at a high bending angle of 180◦, the flexible full-cell device remained stable and
maintained its capacity. An investigation of the integrated electrode of the as-built
flexible aqueous batteries revealed promising results for high performance aqueous
batteries and concluded that they are intriguing prospects for practical energy storage
applications on a massive scale [97].

Human-made electronic equipment always faces equipment aging, device rigidity,
materials corrosion, and irreversible performance degradation over time. At this time,
the aqueous battery systems appear to be more suitable as energy supply devices for
wearable and implantable electronic equipment [43,98]. This is particularly the case with
the use of hydrogel electrolytes or ion insulation/selectivity type hydrogels, which promote
the development of bio-affinity transparent aqueous batteries used in body adhesion
electronic devices for their plasticity, self-healing, non-toxic, and adhesive qualities and high
sensitivity [99–101]. For example, in Figure 11b, the flexible ARSIB was designed by Bing
He et al. HNTP@PNC and CNTF@KZHCF as anode and cathode materials, respectively,
showing an outstanding electrochemical performance with 1.6 V output voltage platform,
39.2 mW h cm−3 high energy density and 24.5 mAh cm−3 high volumetric capacity. Their
work gives direction for the development of flexible ASIBs for the next generation of
energy storage devices and has produced high-performance, flexible materials for wearable
ASIBs [88]. In addition, in Figure 11c, by using cotton cloth as a substrate, Chen-De
Zhao developed electrodes that were highly flexible and had excellent electrochemical
properties. As well as having exceptional energy-storage performance, the flexible sodium-
ion batteries provide extraordinary flexibility and safety in addition to having high cycle
stability and high rate capability [102]. According to Wang et al., a prototype of sodium ion
microbatteries capable of high voltage and excellent performance at low temperatures was
developed by their group. The Na3V2(PO4)3 material was used as both the cathode and
the anode and was perfectly matched with 17 M NaClO4 as the water-in-salt electrolyte.
The battery exhibited a high coulombic efficiency of >99% at temperatures as low as
−40 ◦C (Figure 11d), as well as excellent flexibility. According to the evaluation, the battery
has significant market potential across a broad range of applications, including domestic
appliances and wearable devices, particularly when the equipment must operate in cold
weather [103].
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Figure 11. (a) Schematic illustration of all-flexible sodium-ion full cell and lighting up LED bulbs
for practical use. Reproduced with the permission of ref. [22], 2019 WILEY−VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (b) Cycling stability of the flexible quasi−solid−state full at different
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of ref. [103] copyright 2020 Elsevier Ltd.
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5. Summary and Prospects

In summary, this review discussed the recent advances in ASIBs from the perspective
of electrolyte transitioning from liquid to hydrogel and the corresponding electrodes. The
aqueous electrolyte of ASIBs exhibits a narrow electrochemical stability window, a high
level of solubility and a tendency to corrosion, none of which are conducive to the operation
of the battery system. The electrochemical stability window of aqueous electrolytes has
been extended by a variety of methods in order to enhance their stability and construct
long-term ASIBs.

Typically, batteries with liquid electrolyte are equipped with high concentration
electrolytes in order to increase electrochemical stability. For example, instead of us-
ing 1 M NaClO4, 17 M NaClO4 can increase the energy density from 30 Wh kg−1 to
150 Wh kg−1. Furthermore, by incorporating additives into aqueous electrolytes, the
electrochemical window of the electrolyte can be improved as well. Additionally, as
the Internet of Things develops, the focus of the next generation of electronic prod-
ucts will shift to flexible devices and micro-devices that can be applied to organisms;
electrolytes derived from the gel are gradually becoming the preferred electrolytes for
ASIBs. The hydrogel has unique properties to stretch and bend as well as effectively
resolve the problem of electrolyte leakage. In addition to its high safety and strong
mechanical properties, the sodium-ion battery uses hydrogel as its electrolyte, thereby
providing a flexible aqueous system which is very compatible with future energy
development directions.

Moreover, the electrode materials in ASIBs also play a vital role in the operation
of the battery due to the critical interface between electrolyte and electrode. The
decomposition of electrode materials in aqueous electrolytes is the primary reason
for poor cycling stability. Even if some of the electrode material is difficult to dissolve
in water, long-term immersion in the electrolyte will inevitably cause corrosion to
occur. It is also possible for electrode material to react with oxygen or water in aqueous
electrolytes, therefore, the chemical stability of electrode materials will decrease, further
reducing the stability of sodium-ion batteries in aqueous environments. In response
to these challenges, researchers have devised numerous strategies to resolve these
problems, such as replacing the electrode material with an element-doped counterpart,
altering the electrode material’s surface, eliminating dissolved oxygen, and adjusting
the electrolyte pH value.

Therefore, long-term research is still required to build ASIBs with high energy density
and implement them in practical applications. Considering the urgent needs associated
with ASIBs’ industrialization, challenges and prospects for future growth and development
are presented as follows:

(1) There is still a significant challenge to overcome with regard to the narrow electro-
chemical stability window of aqueous electrolytes that impacts their cyclic stability.
Research in this area should be conducted and developed further.

(2) Future research and exploration of sodium-ion batteries with hydrogel electrolytes
should be intensified in order to develop flexible devices and micro-devices that are
well suited to the Internet of Things.

(3) The decomposition of electrode materials and reactions with oxygen or water in
aqueous electrolytes will decrease the chemical stability of electrode materials and
further reduce the stability of sodium-ion batteries in aqueous systems. Efforts should
be made to conduct relevant research and strengthen it further.

(4) Electrolyte/electrode surface optimizations hold great promise in regulating the
formation and evolution of interphases, the in-depth understanding of which will
assist in rationally optimizing electrode/electrolyte compatibility.

(5) The method of high-throughput computing can help accelerate research and devel-
opment in this area by enabling the development of theoretical models that facilitate
rapid screening and prediction of electrode materials and electrolytes.
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